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During our week at the Letra Viva conference for Christian publishers in Bogota, there were so many times when 
Moises and I looked at one another and said, “This is exactly what we need!” In these few paragraphs I won't be able 
to fully explain the positive impact the time in Colombia has had on us and the ministry, but I hope to give you a 
glimpse of  how it’s made a difference and express my humble thanks to all of  you that made it happen! 

It was: 
  to be taught top quality business skills with a biblical foundation. 
         to be amongst other Christian publishers, learn from them and share experiences. 
      to understand more of  the publishing world and the processes that we need to master. 
        to work out how to apply all we’ve learnt when there are just two of  us and so much to do. 
    to be contagiously enthusiastic as we share our newly acquired knowledge with those in the El Inca. 

The topics we covered included:  
Sustainable financial planning for small publishers  Sound business advice in easy to 
understand language (for a non-business-minded-teacher like me!). 
Print-on-demand  This will have an amazing impact on our capacity to reach our international customers 
without needing a large pot of  money for printing. We are thrilled about this opportunity! 
Marketing  Really dynamic training about connecting better with our clients. 
Team work & leadership skills  Oh, the benefits of  delegation! Check out Exodus 18:13-27. 
Encouraging writers  Prayer point: we need some of  these! 
The editorial process  It is always much longer & complex than we ever want it to be, so plan well. 
Distribution in the US & Expolit  Highlighting the importance of  being at this key event and giving us 
practical advice on how to manage the logistics and administration. Please see next page for exciting info on this! :) 

It was so much more than I imagined!
dear friends,

Letra viva network

Refreshing

Challenging
Mind-blowing
Encouraging
Inspiring

the largest book fair in south america / proud of our letra viva certificates / visit to the buena semilla printers



Every time I think of you, I give thanks to my God. Whenever I pray, I make my requests for all 
of you with joy, for you have been my partners in spreading the Good News about Christ from 
the time you first heard it until now.               Phil. 1:3-5

Please keep in touch: www.lifeinlima.com - sharonj7777@gmail.com - skype: icklun77

What can I say? You guys are amazing! Thanks for your support!

    God just has this knack of  fitting everything together in ways we can’t imagine doesn’t he?! 
This is what it felt like as we moved on to Medellin, which only 25 years ago was considered the most dangerous city 
in the world. We, however,  found it to be quite beautiful! 
We visited the Vive Foundation, a ministry which is similar to ours, in that it produces Bible teaching resources and 
trains kids leaders. It was such a complimentary time to all we had learnt in Bogota. The two days spent with them 
inspired us to keep faithful to our vision and be clear about what we do and why.  
We were also grateful for some mental & physical rest, after a very intense week of  learning. It turned out that the 
Colombia Bible Seminary, where we were staying with a Latin Link family, was also where the Vive offices were! And 
randomly, where someone from Moisés’ church in Lima is studying, but he had no idea until she spotted us at church 
on the other side of  the city! #smallworld. 

Vivekids

Expolit (7-14 august)

Dates & Prayer Training Schedule  
2nd June: Alliance Church, Huaraz 
2nd June - 11th August: 10 week 
Christian Education course starts in Lima 
21st July: Aurora- Cajamarca

For the crazy amount of  work there is to do to get 13 new books, that 
are in various stages of  production, ready in the next 6 weeks… in 
time for Expolit! 
For Moises and I to be wise as we put into practice all we learnt in 
Colombia. Thanks again for making that possible!

meeting with leo and maria from the vivekids team / our ‘home’ in the bible seminary / exploring the ‘metro cable’ system

Well, after a long time of  waiting, it’s time for us to participate as Buena Tierra in this vital event! It 
is ‘the’ place to get your product distributed internationally. We’re finally in a position where we 
have new manuals to sell, and a way to sell them without needing over $30,000 dollars, (praise 
God for print-on-demand!). This could be a key turning point for us as a business and ministry. 

I’ll get to the point. What we are lacking are the funds to get us there. I am aiming to raise £2,700 to get myself  and 
another Peruvian to Miami (it is still up for grabs who will come!). The money should cover:  
2 return airfares, visa costs, hotel and food for a week (a cost shared with other Letra Viva members), transport in 
Miami, our share of the $6,000 cost of the Letra Viva stand (where our books will be on sale) and logistics costs to 
get our merchandise to the event. If  you would like more details about the breakdown of  costs please let me know. 

So, now it is in God’s hands (and yours!). Ideally we need at least 75% by mid-June, in order to pay for visas, flights 
and the costs of  the stand to Letra Viva. If  you feel you can help, any amount is gratefully received. Please give via 
the Latin Link website: 

Love Sharon

www.latinlink.org.uk/support/jones

LOOK!! Sharon has a new postal address!! Apartado 18-0872, Miraflores, Lima
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